Overcoming Worry and Generalised Anxiety Disorder

workmates rejected my proposals, this is real; but I may
then go on to worry about whether I’ll lose my job or if I’ll
ever get another job again, which is more imagined. Or my
financial worries could well be real, but I also worry that
I’ll never be able to find my feet again financially and that
I’ll live a life of ruin in an imagined and desperate future.
Hypothetical events can also trigger further hypothetical
worry. For example, if I worry (without any evidence) that
my partner will leave me, this may lead to the worry that
I’ll die alone and in poverty. We will learn more about solving these kinds of difficulties in Chapters 17–18. To make
sure that you have got the idea, think about the following
examples and try to decide whether the worry is real or
hypothetical or a bit of both.

EXERCISE 5.2: SPOTTING REAL vs
HYPOTHETICAL EVENT WORRY

Think about Real vs Hypothetical first. What makes
this item hypothetical? What makes it real? Is there
a bit of both? Can you separate out each element?
Tick to indicate which type of worry you see.
Worry

Real

1. I’ve completed a piece of work
that I’ve never done before and
I’m worried about whether my
boss will like it.
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Hypothetical

Both

Becoming more aware of your worry
2. I’m about to go on holiday and
am worried that my plane will
be delayed, although the weather
is fine, and there have been no
security alerts or baggage handler
strikes.
3. I’ve been to the bank, and
there is less money in there than I
expected.
4. There are new streetlights in my
road and I‘m worried that I won’t
be able to get to sleep at night.
5. I’m having a baby and am
worried about whether my
employer will allow me the extra
maternity leave I want to take.
6. My daughters are two and four
years old: I’m worrying how I
will cope with them as teenagers
with boyfriends.
7. The double-glazing is old, the
frames are cracking and there is
condensation between the windowpanes: we need to replace it.
8. We need to get the plumber
in to fix a leaky pipe. How will
I be able to pay if the leaky pipe
damages all the electrics?
9. I need to make a minor
insurance claim of £200. I’m
worried about filling the forms in
correctly and that the company may
not process the claim properly and
my premium will go up, or that
they will refuse to pay and accuse us
of submitting a false report.
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